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The formation of the Association, Pennsylvania's first volunteer militia,
has been the subject of much historical interest. Much of this attention is due
to its founder, Benjamin Franklin. However, this unique Association would
be noteworthy even without this affiliation with a great man. Pennsylvania
was the only colony that had to decide whether to form a volunteer militia,
since all the other colonies required military training. A political entity whose
legislative body was dominated by pacifists, Pennsylvania's situation was
unparalleled in the mainland American colonies and the world to date, even
until the present day. Quaker legislators refused to provide Pennsylvania with
a military force to defend the colony in King George's War (1744-1748).
Nevertheless, the colony of Pennsylvania organized and equipped a substantial
military force without the assistance of the government. Further, the formation
of the Association led to an unprecedented debate over the justification for
war and the obligation of the state toward its citizens.

Quaker Pennsylvania may have had a unique political situation but the
solution to this quandary, a voluntary militia, and the contention over this
organization was typically American. Volunteer military units are as
fundamental to the American military tradition as the compulsory militia.
Further, the American people have always had an ambiguous view of the need
to maintain and use military force and have a long tradition of friction over
this subject. One inspiration for this reinterpretation of the Association is
Michael Zuckerman's contention that the Middle Atlantic region, which
included Pennsylvania, was more representative than either the South or New
England, of what American would become due to its ethno-religious diversity
and the political pluralism required to resolve dilemmas created by this
heterogeneity.'

Neither the Association nor this debate would have even been necessary if
the British Empire had not been at war. By the close of 1747, the British
government had been fighting the Spanish since 1739 and the French since
1744. Unlike the other colonies, particularly those in New England,
Pennsylvania was unaffected until the summer of 1747. Then privateers began
taking ships and attacking settlements on the Delaware River. The threat to
Philadelphia, if not to the whole colony, was real. Philadelphia's prosperity
was based on commerce. Philadelphians had always relied on the "Length and
Difficulty of our Bay & River," for their security; however, now "our Enemies
in all probability are but too acquainted with both." The Provincial Council
attributed this familiarity to "Enemies coming into the Port of Philadelphia
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under the sanction of flags of truce." The Council then recounted an incident
that illustrated this vulnerability. "Some English Men ... some of whom we
have been inform'd have formerly dwelt in this City ... had the boldness to
come up in a Pilot Boat within about eighteen Miles of the Town of New
Castle, that there plunder'd two Plantations, bound & abused the Owner of
one of them & wounded his Wife with a Muskett ball, carrying off Negroes &
Effects to a considerable value." The Council implored the colonial Assembly
to act. "The Boldness of our Enemies and the Knowledge they have gain'd of
our Bay and River, gives us great Reason to apprehend an Attack on this City
unless some Provision be speedily made to discourage them from the attempt
or to disappoint them in it." The Council believed that these privateers would
"continue their Depredations in the Spring." However, the Assembly refused
to act and justified this inaction in a letter to the Council. "The Plundering of
the two Families in New Castle County is indeed an Instance of the Boldness
of our Enemies, but we think it will be difficult, if not impossible, to prevent
such Accidents; the Length of the Bay and River & the scatteringness of the
Settlements below, must ever, while thus circumstanc'd, render them liable to
Depredations." The only defensive measure approved by the Assembly was to
ban pilots from bringing enemy vessels into Philadelphia, even under a flag of
truce. The Assembly offered their wish that "As to any Enterprize intended
against the City, we hope there is no Danger."2

The other mainland British colonies were similarly threatened by King
George's War. However, every other colony had a compulsory militia force for
defense their against invasions. Massachusetts in particular was, as always, at
the forefront of military activities in colonial America. In 1745 a Massachusetts
force had captured Louisbourg, a vital fortification in French Canada, the
"most brilliant achievement by the American colonies in the pre-revolutionary
era." Expeditionary forces, such as those to Louisburg, were largely composed
of volunteers drawn from the militia units. When efforts to procure recruits
failed, some individuals were drafted for service from the militia. These men
were usually the more marginal members of the community, paupers, vagabonds
or laborers without land. The militia provided home defense when needed
and acted as a source of training and recruitment for members of provincial
units while volunteers did much of the real fighting.3

Since pacifist Quakers won the Pennsylvania elections in October 1747,
and continued to dominate the Assembly, no such military effort was envisioned
in Pennsylvania. Besides having a pacifist legislature, Pennsylvania's response
to the war was inhibited by a vacuum in the executive branch. In May 1747,
Governor Thomas left the colony upon the death of the proprietor John Penn.
Anthony Palmer, head of the Council, was acting governor. The new proprietor,
Thomas Penn, lived in England and did not act promptly to appoint a new
governor and so the Council had to deal with the crisis on its own.4
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With the government paralyzed by pacifism and lack of executive
leadership, an unofficial response to Philadelphia's defenselessness was needed.
Into the breach stepped Benjamin Franklin with a solution to what appeared
an insoluble problem. In November 1747, Franklin published a pamphlet
called Plain Truth, which dramatized the threat to Philadelphia to mobilize
the population. Franklin claimed that since "the Enemy, no doubt, have been
told, That the People of Pennsylvania are Quakers, and against all Defence,"
the best Philadelphia could hope for was

To fall under the Power of Commanders of King's Ships, able to
controul the Mariners; and not into the hands of licentious Privateers.
Who can, without the utmost Horror conceive the Miseries of the
Latter! when your Persons, Fortunes, Wives, and Daughters, shall be
subject to the wanton and unbridled Rage, Rapine, and Lust, of
Negroes, Molattoes, and others, the vilest and most abandoned of
Mankind.

Franklin contended that Pennsylvania had "60,000 Fighting Men,
acquainted with Fire Arms many of them Hunters and Marksmen hardy and
bold." He then proposed the formation of an Association, or voluntary militia,
because these individuals need only "Order, Discipline and a few Canon" to
defend the colony.5

As promised in Plain Truth, Franklin promptly presented a scheme for
organizing this Association. Each volunteer pledged to provide himself "with
a good Firelock, Cartouch Box, and at least twelve Charges of Powder and
Ball, and as many of us as conveniently can, with a good Sword, Cutlass or
Hangar, to be kept always in our respective Dwellings, in readiness, and good
Order." Each company would consist of fifty to one hundred men with three
officers, a captain, a lieutenant, and an ensign. As in most colonial militias,
men would elect their officers who in turn would select their regimental
commanders. Pennsylvania officers were only to serve for a year. The Associators
would meet four times a year to train, which Franklin deemed "sufficient to
keep what we have learnt in Memory; but more frequent Meetings may be
necessary at first, till we are become expert in the discipline."6

Recruiting the Associators was initially a great success, or so Franklin's
Pennsylvania Gazette reported. In Philadelphia one "Tuesday Evening upwards
of Five Hundred Men of all Ranks subscribed their names; and as the
Subscription is still going on briskly in all Parts of the town, 'tis not doubted
but that in a few Days the number will exceed a Thousand, in this City only,
exclusive of the neighbouring Towns and Country." The time and place of
meetings for those interested in becoming Associators in Chester County were
reported in the next edition.7
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The Gazette also reported when the officers of this Association were
commissioned. The county in which these officers served and their ranks were
reported. This information is corroborated by the records of the Minutes of the
Provincial Council that officially recorded these commissions. Both sources
suggest this organization was very popular, particularly on the frontier and in
New Castle County, which is today in Delaware. Overall, ten regiments
containing 124 companies were formed.8 Besides the number of regiments
and companies formed, this analysis reveals how quickly these units were
constituted. The following table lists the months in 1747 in which these 10
regiments and 124 companies were raised.9

Month Regiments Companies raised

January 2 26

February 19

March 3 41

May 5 33

August 5

Totals" 10 124

Although the naval threat was primarily directed against Philadelphia,
much of the Association's strength was outside the city. The popularity of this
organization throughout Pennsylvania is illustrated by the following table that
shows the number of companies and regiments raised in each county.

County" Number of regiments Number of Companies

Philadelphia 2 20

Chester 2 26

Lancaster 3 32

New Castle 2 20

Bucks 1 19

Kent 7

Total 10 124

Though two regiments were formed in Philadelphia County, only one
was from the city. The other was raised in the rural environs of Lower and
Upper Merion.'2 Lancaster County, on the frontier, raised three regiments
containing 32 companies and was a bastion of support for the Association.
This support was not surprising, in January, 1746, the inhabitants of Lancaster
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County had sent a message to the Assembly, "setting forth their Wants of
Arms and Ammunition" and asking for "Provision of both as may enable them
to defend themselves against any enemy that shall attempt to disturb them.""3

The enthusiasm for the Association on the frontier may have been a precursor
to another extralegal military action two decades later, the Paxton Boys.

Since most accounts of the Association focus on Franklin and the
companies and regiments of Philadelphia, they neglect the Association in the
other counties. In June 1748, the Association responded to an incursion by
Spanish privateers in what was then Pennsylvania and is today Delaware. The
privateers initially attacked New Castle, but were repulsed by artillery pieces
recently acquired from Philadelphia. These privateers then attempted to land
men at Elsinborough but also were turned back when they realized that armed
men were ready to contest their landing. Naturally, the Associators of New
Castle County responded to this attack. However, the Gazette reports that
"many others, from Chester County, were also on their march to New Castle,

but on hearing that the Enemy were gone, they return'd home." The difficulty
of Chester's men in getting to Newcastle on time illustrates one of the
weaknesses of the Association, geographical dispersion, which was shared with
any militia of the colonial period. The Gazette admitted the difficulty of this
type of military concentration. While the Gazette commented that "several of
the County Regiments had generously expressed their Readiness to come to
the Defence of this City on Occasion," this might be difficult since "no Provision
was made by the Publik for their Subsistence in such Cases."'4

The incident in New Castle, while illustrating one weakness of the
Association, also manifested one of its most important accomplishments, the
acquisition of artillery for coastal defense. In the end, the Association's provision
of cannons to defend the city may have been more important than the infantry
units raised. Acquisition of artillery was vital since the threat to Philadelphia
was from the sea. Well-placed and trained batteries were one of the best ways
to defend this port city. Since purchasing cannons did not lend itself to a
voluntary effort, the Association petitioned the Assembly, in November 1747,
to "erect one or more Batteries at the narrowest & most proper Places of the
River." When this effort failed, it asked the proprietor for cannon. He was
not, initially, sympathetic to this request. Thomas Penn was suspicious of the
Associator movement. He believed that "calling the People together for their
defence .. . will be esteemed greatly Criminal" as it occurred outside the scope
of government. As for giving the colony artillery, he said that if a law was
passed "establishing a Militia and erecting a Fort or Battery, we shall be very
ready to show our Concern for the safety of the City by giving Cannon for
such a Battery." However, Pennsylvania passed no such law. In December 1747,
the Council appealed to the Governors of New York and Massachusetts for
batteries. '
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Franklin also helped solve the artillery problem. He proposed a lottery in
which £20,000 worth of tickets would be sold and £17,000 given away in
prizes, leaving £3,000 for the purchase of artillery. In January 1748, the Gazette
reported that this lottery was going well and that, "Plank for the Platforms,
and all other Materials, are preparing with all diligence, for erecting among
the Batteries on the River below this town." By April, cannons had been
obtained, not by purchase but on loan from the New York colony. An artillery
company was formed in June 1748, to man these batteries. In September
1748, the first batteries purchased by the profits of the lottery were mounted.
By November 1750, even the proprietor had become involved. Seeing the
colony's efforts, he sent 14 cannons, all 18 pounders, to Philadelphia. The
total number of guns defending the city was nearly 50 of various sizes-1 8,
24, and 32 pound artillery pieces. However, hostilities had ceased in August
1748.16

Pennsylvania's response to its military dilemma was both singular and
traditional. The unique aspect of the Association was the extent to which
private citizens managed to organize and train a significant military force; its
more conventional element was its use of volunteers and volunteer units to
fulfill military requirements. Americans have often been reluctant to impose
compulsory military service on their fellow citizens and have relied instead on
volunteers to meet defense requirements.

One reason for this reluctance is that the means and ends of war have
frequently been questioned. The formation of the Association ignited a
community discussion of the religious and philosophical issues surrounding
the maintenance of military forces for defensive purposes that reflects this
ambiguity. Among the religious issues was God's approbation or condemnation
of war and the extent to which the province should rely on divine providence
rather than human effort to protect itself. The philosophical issues concerned
the duty of "Magistrates," the rulers of the state, to their citizens and the duty
of these men to their own consciences. This type of debate occurred again in
American history. Virtually all wars, including World War II before Pearl
Harbor, prompted similar debates on the wisdom of American involvement,
reflecting a similar lack of consensus on war and the preparation for war."

Historians who have chronicled this controversy focus attention on Gilbert
Tennent's sermons supporting the Association and military preparedness. In
one of the most extensive treatments of the subject, Robert L. Davidson's War
Comes to QuakerPennsylvania, onlyTennent's sermons are cited. "8This attention
may be justified by both Tennent's notoriety and the popularity of his sermons,
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one of which was issued in two editions. However, the most famous reply to
this sermon, written by a Quaker, John Smith, was also issued in two editions."9

These tracts represent only part of a wide-ranging debate on this issue. Samuel
Smith and Benjamin Gilbert wrote treatises opposed to military preparations.
William Currie wrote in their favor. An anonymous debater also joined this
dispute. This controversy is encompassed in eleven separate English language
publications listed in Evan's American Imprints. Since these works often
consciously responded to each other, they collectively represent one
community's discussion of a vital issue, the legitimacy, or lack thereof, for war
and military preparations.20

These works primarily focus on justifying their respective positions through
religion. Sometimes, they address such broad theological issues as the
applicability of Old Testament morality after the coming of the Messiah and
in others cases narrow questions of Biblical exegesis, such as meaning of certain
New Testament injunctions against violence. While these arguments represent
a valuable window on the religious sensibilities of this time, another part of
this debate may be even more interesting to modern scholars. All these works
also address the obligation of the state to defend its citizens. The state is
personified through the "magistrate." However, this term had another, more
narrow meaning in the context of colonial Pennsylvania-the Quaker
legislature. This debate foreshadowed the ultimate demise of "Friends" rule in
colonial Pennsylvania, for here were magistrates who failed in their duty: they
were forced out of office eight years later because of their unwillingness to
defend the colony.

Apart from the ultimate fate of Quaker rule it is vital to understand the
religious basis of this debate. Whether military preparations based on the criteria
of the Bible and Christian theology were acceptable was the most critical issue
to the individuals involved. The possible exception, perhaps, to the person
who started this dispute, Benjamin Franklin.

The importance of using religious analogies and justifications in these
types of debates is illustrated by the fact that even the enlightened Deist,
Franklin, felt compelled to utilize biblical comparisons to sell his ideas to his
compatriots. In Plain Truth, Franklin related a story found in the Book of
Judges. "That the children ofDan sent of their Familyfive men from their coasts
to spie out the land.. . And they came to. .. Laish and saw the people that were
therein, how the dwelt CARELESS after the Manner of the Zidonians, Quiet and
Secure. They thought themselves secure, no doubt: and as they never had been
disturbed, vainly imagined that they never should." Six hundred Danites
conquered "60,000 unarmed and undisciplined: men of Laish. And they smote
them with the Edge of the Sword, and burnt the City with Fire: and there was no
DELIVERER, because it was far from Zidon." However, Franklin's arguments
were not confined to religious analogy. In another recurrent theme in this
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debate, Franklin addressed the obligation of the government to its citizens.
"That Protection is as truly due from the Government to the People, as Obedience
from the People to the Government; and that if on account of their religious
Scruples, they themselves could not act for our Defence, yet they might retire,
relinquish their Power for a Season."2"

One of the first volleys in this debate was Samuel Smith's Necessary Truth
written to refute Franklin's Plain Truth. Smith spends much of this document
refuting the specific applicability of the story of Laish to Pennsylvania in the
1740s. He agrees that according to the Bible, "The People of Laish, . . . Dwelt
careless, after the Manner of the Zidonians, quiet and secure, and there was no
Magistrate in the Land that mightput them to Shame in any Thing. "He contends
that this carelessness does not necessarily mean that they were unarmed. "Arms
and Ammunition and a feasible Posture of Defence, have a natural tendency
to buoy up the Mind with a presumptuous Dependency upon them," and it is
that which "make the people careless and secure." However, if "GOD be retained
in your Knowledge, you stand but too fair Chance to be left to yourselves."
While this type of discussion may seem unimportant in our secular era, the
sheer volume of biblical exegesis that occurred during this debate manifests its
importance to people at this time.22

The next phase of this war of words was initiated by the sermons of Gilbert
Tennent, the famous Presbyterian minister of the Great Awakening. He
presented and published sermons to support the Association and encourage
recruitment in December and January 1747/1748. Tennent focused primarily
on the religious justifications for defensive war. He has three arguments. First
and foremost, Tennent believed that "The Lord is a Man of War."23 His basis
for this belief is the Old Testament in which "much Blood [was] shed therein,
by God's Direction and with his Approbation and Blessing." Tennent identifies
three kinds of wars which are "approved of by God." First, "When undertaken
for necessary Defence against unjust Invasion." Second, "When commenc'd
for the Recovery of something of great Importance unjustly taken from us,
which we can not do well without," and finally, "when undertaken by the
Magistrate, for the Punishment of some great injury or wrong which much
affects the Credit and Interest of a Nation or People."24

Second, Tennent argues that defensive war "is agreeable to the Light and
Law of Nature; and who is the Author thereof but God himself?" Those such
as the Quakers "from wrong Apprehension of several Passages of Scripture,
have scrupled it and have been thence induced to oppose themselves, to the
Common Sense, Sentiments and Suffrage of Mankind." Though Tennent allows
that Quaker opposition to war arose from "a Principle of Conscience
(tho[misinformed)" it "therefore should be rather pitied than envyed, on
Account of their unhappy Mistake, which in the present State of Things, is so
exceedingly perilous and prejudicial to Society."25
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Tennent dissects the biblical basis for pacifism, what he terms the "wrong
apprehension" of the Quakers, reinterpreting the meaning of such biblical
injunctions against violence, such as to "turn the other cheek." He reminds his
listeners and readers of Christ's approval of the Roman captain who asked
Jesus to cure his sick servant. "Had not CHRIST a fair Opportunity to reprove
this man for his military Station when he mentioned it to him ... And yet he
speaks not a Word of reprehension but grants the Petition." Much ofTennent's
discourse is dominated by this type of Biblical analysis.26

Though most of Tennent's sermons concerned theological and biblical
arguments, he too discusses the role of the Magistrate-the human
representation of the authority of the state. A ruler "sometimes must use Force,
in suppressing Tumults, and punishing Delinquents in his own Domains, and
among his proper Subjects, else all Order and Government must cease, and
the wildest Anarchy ensue: why then may he not use Force, when easier Methods
avail not, in protecting them from the Insults of others?" In an even stronger
statement, Tennent questions the ability of society to survive if the state fails
to recognize this duty. "Now unless Injustice be punished by the Magistrate,
he bears the sword in vain, a final Period is put to the Comforts of society, all
Property becomes precarious . . . civil Society disbands and terminates, and
Men degenerate into Savage Beasts of Prey!"27

The best-known reply to Tennent was written byJohn Smith, a prominent
Quaker merchant and civic leader. One thousand copies of his The Doctrine of
Christianity as Held by the People Called Quakers, Vindicated were printed at
the end of January 1748. A second edition was issued in February. John Smith
directly refutes Tennent and his interpretation of the Bible as illustrating a
support for any type of war. Smith allows that "the Almighty is stiled by Moses,
A Man of War, he is called by the Apostle Paul, . . .The God ofLove and Peace."
John Smith refutes Tennent's view that War "is a part of Moral and Natural
law-created by God and thus approved by God." Instead, Smith contends
that "God created Man good, upright and holy; and had he continued in this
state, there never would have been any War, and consequently no need of Self-
Defence; but Man falling, thro' Disobedience, his nature became corrupted,
his faculties depraved, and the whole intellectual System disordered." It was
thus the fall of man in Genesis that "began shedding of Blood, and the Earth
was early filled with Violence. This was the unhappy Consequence of Sin."
Smith hopes that Tennent does not believe that "God was the Author of Nature
thus corrupted."28

In reply to Tennent's contention that only defensive war can end injustice,
he asks "is Self-defence then our only Barrier against Injustice and Violence?
God forbid it should be esteemed so; miserable shall we be indeed when that
is our State; and easily made a Prey of by insulting Enemies, whether we use
our feeble Force or not: but there are many who depend and confide solely in
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another barrier, viz. The Eternal and Beneficent Providence." He also answers
Tennent's assertions about the duty of the magistrate. "Whenever the Magistrate
is convinced that the Doctrines of Christ forbid War, it will be as much his
duty, as any other Man's to render Obedience to those Doctrines."29

Despite the popularity of this treatise, at least one aspect of Smith's
argument reflects a certain lack of consistency. He argues that

The People called Quakers do not undertake to condemn our superiors
engaging in War, in the present unhappy State of human Affairs; we
rather think it probable, that as they have shewn a noble and Christian
Disposition in granting Liberty and Protection to such as are of
tenderness Consciences, it may please God to bless their Arms with
Success .. . And agreeable to the Advice of the Apostle Paul, we find
it our Duty to put up our prayers for Kings and them that are in
Authority.30

The Quakers, although they are opposed to fighting themselves, prudently
refused to embark on opposition to the war itself-a stance which might have
antagonized the British government and jeopardized their rule.3"

The success of John Smith's pamphlet was manifest both in its second
edition and the 183 page reply to it written by Tennent and published in April
1748. Tennent refutes Smith's argument virtually point by point. He castigates
his statement that the Quakers support their magistrates in war. "If they justify
their Superiors engaging in War, they cannot consistently condemn Inferiors
that war under them seeing that Princes cannot War without Soldiers.... Now
surely if they believed all War was unlawful they wou'dn't, one wou'd think,
expect God's Blessing upon it.3 2

While Tennent's refutation is mainly Biblical exegesis, he again returns to
the realm of political theory and the responsibility of the magistrate. "Why
doesn't our Author speak out his Mind plainly? Is it the Magistrate's Duty to
protect his Subjects or not. If nay then this Office is a mere Bubble, which only
deserves to be laugh'd at."33 Further, Tennent asserts

That the End of Civil Government is to secure civil Property by Force
and Compulsion, when Necessity requires; and hence the Magistrate
is said to carry the Sword: if Property must be tamely given up to every
unjust Invader the End of Government being destroyed, there is
therefore no need of the Mean, and hence it follows, that civil
Government is a needless, superfluous Institution, unless it be said that
a Mean should be used without and End, or for nothing, which is
absurd.34
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Tennent's views reflect the influence of John Locke's political philosophy
and his idea that "the great and chief end therefore, of Mens uniting into
Commonwealth, and putting themselves under Government, is the Preservation
of Property."3 5 This is an excellent example of how a principle figure of the
"Great Awakening was affected by Enlightenment political theory.

If one admits to the need for civil government, Tennent believes, then one
must accept that

Defensive War is necessarily included in the Magistrates office, seeing
that he, instead of submitting to the Violence of Criminals, resists and
kills them, for the Defence and Advantage of the Publik: and what
does Defiensive War do more? The Difference, as to the Instruments of
Death, in these two Cases, is but a Circumstance that does not affect
the present Argument; for both Ways Violence is used: the Death of
the Person is compassed; the Substance is the same and the End in
View, is the same.36

Tennent's comparison of the violence involved in defensive wars to the
deadly force used by the magistrate to enforce the law is a particularly effective
argument when directed at John Smith's pamphlet. While Smith was writing
his missive against defensive war he was involved in the prosecution and
execution of two burglars.37

John Smith was not the only critic of the Association and military
preparation. This was not the last volley in this discussion. An anonymous
treatise attacked both Tennent's sermons and Plain Truth. The title of this
work is twelve lines long, a typical length for many colonial works. It begins
with this clause, A Treatise Showing the Need We have to Rely on God as Sole
Protector of this Province. This author asserts that pacifist Pennsylvania has
"been preserved from the barbarous and cruel Usage of the Natives of this
Land, the Indians, whereas our neighboring Colonies have suffered deeply."
The author attributes this good fortune to "peculiar Blessings of Providence
whose Care has been continually over us, and has been the sole Protector of
this province since the first Settlement of it, without the Aid of human Means
or Policy." Further, the author contends that Pennsylvania has experienced
God's favor and "Blessing for upwards of sixty Years." How can this province
be compared to Laish and its "idolatrous people, who Israel Sword slew by the
Determination of Heaven?"38

Another attack on Tennent, published in November 1748, was written by
Benjamin Gilbert, an author and miller. This was again primarily a theological
tract. Gilbert argues that "the Dispensation of theJews ended many hundreds
Years ago, by the coming of the Messiah, and son of the most High God." The
wars the Israelites fought were against "Peoples of other nations, Worshipers
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of strange Gods, with whom the true Israelites could have no Fellowship."
According to Gilbert, wars are not justified in the eighteenth century since
"Wars at this time are begun when the corrupt Nature in Man lusts, and are
carried on with the utmost Vigour, killing and destroying each other; and at
that time bold in the Articles of their Faith to be Worshipers of the same God,
each bearing the Name of Christian."39

Gilbert's argument again returns to the duties of a magistrate. Gilbert
compares the difference between executing criminals and killing an invader in
war. He asserts that "considerable Time is before Trial allowed, and a good
Space of Time after: which I presume, is in order that the languishing Criminal
may have a feasible Opportunity to make some Preparation for Eternity ...
Now if this be a similar or Parallel with War, I am altogether ignorant which
way." In some ways this was the most interesting reply to Tennent's work. This
is ironic considering that Benjamin Gilbert would die due to an act of war in
1780. Captured by Indians after the fall of Niagara, he perished due to exposure
to the elements."40

Tennent was not the only voice for military preparedness in this debate.
The writings of William Currie-an Anglican-may have been even stronger
and more persuasive than Tennent's sermons. The small membership of the
Church of England in Philadelphia at this time may have limited the influence
of his arguments but not their power or sophistication. Currie entered this
debate with a sermon on the fast day, January 7, 1748. Besides the specific
statements supporting the fast and the Association, Currie asserts that "it seems
almost equivalent to self-evident Truth that Protection is truly due from the
Government to the People, as Obedience from the People to the Government."
Currie contends that if this is true then they who are "intrusted with the
Government of a People, and under any Pretence whatsoever, shall absolutely
refuse to make any legal Provision for the Security and Defence of the Lives
and Fortunes, when in the most imminent Danger, must certainly be out of
the Way of their Duty, whatever they themselves may think."4'

Currie further articulated the theological and political issues involved in
this debate in a treatise published in June 1748. He does not spend pages on
endless examples of biblical exegesis. Instead, he advances the principle that
"here is nothing in Christianity that can amount to a Law prohibiting Defensive
War under the Gospel; therefore it cannot be unlawful for Christians . .. to
defend themselves against a foreign Enemy." Currie advances the idea that
"whatsoever binds Christians as an universal, standing Law, must be clearly
revealed as such, and laid down in Scripture in such evident Terms, as all who
have their senses exercised therein, may discern it to have been the Will of
Christ that it should perpetually oblige all Christians." Currie can find no
explicit prohibition against defensive war and self defense in the New Testament.
Therefore,
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A Defencive War, undertaken by lawful Authority with no other View
but to defend the innocent Lives and Liberties of the whole
Community, when this cannot be done by any other Means, was ever
consonant to the Law of Nature, and repugnant to no positive Law of
God, under the Old Testament; and therefore it cannot be unlawful
under the New, unless an express positive Law of Christ can be produc'd
prohibiting all Sorts of War under the Gospel.

If nothing in the Gospel expressly prohibits self-defense, then the Magistrate's
responsibility to defend his people is absolute. Currie argues that "if this cannot,
at some times, be done, without opposing Force to Force, I would ask ... how
that Man can be said to do his Duty, or act a consistent Part who undertaking
the Office of a Magistrate is bound in Conscience to deny that to the Publik
which at times is the most valuable and necessary End of his Office." Finally,
Currie articulates the inexorable logic of this position.

Whenever a Man is convinced that the Doctrines of Christ forbid
Defensive War, it will be his indispensable Duty to refuse the Office
of a Magistrate (at least to act in the legislative Part of Government
whose Province is to concert proper measure for the Defence of the
Publik) leaving this Office to those, who can comply with all the
Ends of it with a safe conscience.

This is exactly what pacifist Quakers in the Pennsylvania assembly would do
one decade later-resign their posts under joint pressure of a frontier invasion
and public clamor for a defense.42

While this particular debate ended when the war did in 1748, it re-emerged
less than ten years later with the advent of the French and Indian War. It was
this conflict which forced the Quaker "magistrates" out of office. This was
not, however, the end of debates over wars and preparations for wars. Similar
debates occurred in the Revolution, the War of 1812, the Mexican-American
War, the Civil War, the Spanish-American war, the Filipino insurrection, World
Wars I and II, Korea, and recently the Vietnam War. Many of these debates
were caused by the religious, political, and ethnic diversity characteristic of
both colonial Pennsylvania and the United States. Perhaps diversity has
inhibited America's ability to achieve a consensus on military issues. Failure to
agree on these issues may explain America's preference for volunteers in
peacetime and initially in wartime, turning to coercion only as wars escalate.
Pennsylvania's recognition that the best solution for a lack of consensus on
critical military issues was to rely on the free will of its citizens is a uniquely
American solution. It supports Zuckerman's contention that the history of the
Middle-Atlantic region prefigures the history of America.
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